- RECOMMENDED READING: SOUTHERN PAIUTES

KAIBAB-PAIUTE HISTORY, “The Early Years” Kaibab-Paiute Cultural Heritage Series by Richard Stoffle and Michael J. Evans, (library)
- Traditional Kaibab-Paiute Adaptation: pg 2-6.
- Hispanic Influence 1540-1846, is helpful to determine the depopulation of Paiutes pg 6-7

- Basket-makers - Puebloan - Paiutes (Piute). Includes eating habits, initial contact with “outsiders”. pg xx-xxi.
- Chapter 2, Indian atrocities increase. Whitmore and McIntyre killed-Chief Patentish-Settlers abandon Kanab-Berry tragedy-Averett Killed-Pease expeditions-fort Kanab becomes guard headquarters-Many cattle stolen-First families move into fort- Forty men visit Moquis-Raids continue-People from Muddy mission come.

CULTURES AT A CROSSROADS: AN ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY OF PIPE SPRING NATIONAL MONUMENT. Part IV Great Divide, pg 189. Water issues with the Paiutes.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS: (Library, reference shelves)
SOUTHERN PAIUTE ETHNOGRAPHY, by Isabel T. Kelly
SOUTHERN PAIUTES ETHNOHISTORY, by Robert C. Euler.

ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE NUMA: John Wesly Powell, Manuscripts on the Numic People of Western North America 1868 – 1880. Edited by Don & Catherine Fowler (Library, reference shelves)

SOUTHERN PAIUTES: LEGENDS, LORE, LANGUAGE AND LINEAGE, by Levan Martineau (library)

UTAH’S BLACKHAWK WAR, by John Alton Peterson. (library)
Chapter 6 deals with Blackhawk’s influence on the Navajo, Navajo raids into southern UT/northern AZ, Whitmore & McIntyre, Berry killings, reprisal killings.

THE Paiute, Franklin & Bunte (library)

MAKING SPACE ON THE WESTERN FRONT: Mormons, Miners, and Southern Paiutes
By: Paul Reeve

LIFE IN UTAH, Centennial Selections from BYU Studies, Edited by John W. Welch, James B. Allen (library).
- page 1 – 36, Native Women on the Utah Frontier. By , Ronald Walker. Ancestry and Social Structure Group Sturcutre, Birth and Childhood, Adolescence, Courtship and Marriage, Sexuality, Vocational Roles, Intercultural Adaptation, Recreation, Female Status, Death Rites, Old Age


BENEATH THESE RED CLIFFS: An ethnohistory of the Utah Paiutes. Ronald L. Holt.
Various heading i.e. Paiute life, Termination, Reestablishment, to today. (library)

WHY THE NORTH STAR STANDS STILL and other Indian Legends by William Palmer (library)

INTERETHNIC COMPETITION AT KAIBAB DURING THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY
Article by Martha C. Knack (Paiute Folder in Vertical Files, library)
A FRONTIER LIFE: JACOB HAMBLIN: Explorer and Indian Missionary.

Chapter 24, pages 348 – 356 * “They died off so fast that there were
Hardly any left in a short time”. The fate of the Santa Clara Paiutes, 1871.

Chapter 30, pg 443 – 448 * Jacob Hamblin, and the Kaibab Paiutes
1877 – 1880.

PAIUTE FOLDER, (VERTICAL FILES): various topic pertaining to the Paiutes.

YANAWANT, Paiute Places and Landscapes in the Arizona Strip: volumes 1 & II
A Paiute term conveys a world of information about Traditional, Social, and Political structure.
(Reference file) Located also on the P drive, in AZ Strip Information Folder.

AGRICULTURAL PIONEERING IN THE VIRGIN RIVER BASIN: ANDREW KARL LARSON
Chapter Three: The Indians and their agriculture

NAVAJOS

HERE COME THE NAVAHO! By Underhill (library)
-pg 176, complete text of the Ft. Sumner 1868 “peace treaty”.
-pg 274, signers of the 1868 “peace treaty”

FORT DEFIANCE AND THE NAVAJO by Maurice Frink (library)

UTES

UTAH’S BLACKHAWK WAR, by John Alton Peterson. (library)

THE KIT CARSON CAMPAIGN: The Last Great Navajo War by Clifford Trafzer (library)

RARE BOOK

Chemehuevis, by Carolbeth Laird: Study of the culture, world view, language, and
Oral history of one of the least-known of Southern California Indian tribes.